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A conversation is all it took...
An honest, open and frank discussion between two young

Now, after a journey of more than 20 years, we’re talking about

developers – Haavard and Eirik – on a park bench in the rare

more than just a platform for developers, we’re talking about

sunshine of a Norwegian summer’s day. The problem was the

building a community of collaborators who are all striving toward

user interface of an ultrasound machine, the need was for a single

meaningful change in their own industries – and far beyond.

system that worked across multiple platforms. And their solution

Because finally, companies who truly value technology have the

would eventually power millions of devices and applications all over

power to use software to stand out from the crowd and a whole

the world.

new generation of innovators who believe in independence,
transparency and privacy have the tools to create a better

As two developers were joined by thousands more, the

connected world.

conversation shifted, a playing field dominated by a few big players
began to level out and truly game-changing ideas started getting
their day in the sun too. From your favorite apps on all of your
devices to groundbreaking cars and the deep depths of space, Qt
is there connecting a world of innovation by making sure we speak
the same language.

And we think that’s a conversation worth having.

Visual Guidelines

Index

This is a guide to the core visual
elements of the Qt brand.

Design principles

Keeping a visual identity
consistent over time requires
clear but flexible principles and
responsibility by the designers
who work with the identity.

Logo
One Color Logo Versions
Logo Isolation Zone
Logo Placement
Logo with a sub-brand

We have developed five principles
to describe the overall style of
Qt’s identity. The next page will
summarise these. These are the
foundation of the Qt identity. By
knowing these you can make
design decisions that look like Qt.

Colors

All the downloadable assets are
available at brand.qt.io

Overlay effect

Typography
The Visual System
The Visual System Layout Variations
Examples: The Visual System
Imagery
Examples
Do’s and don’ts
Business Card Printing Specifications

Design
Principles

These are the foundation
of our visual identity. More
specific guidelines will
follow on the later pages.
When making design
decisions keep these in
mind and you’ll do great.

1. Align things left
From logo placement to typography – keep the elements on
your layout aligned to the left
side of the page, container or
column. Centering elements
on your layout is acceptable if
necessary, but consider that as
your secondary choice.

2. Minimal typographical
hierarcy
Don’t create numerous
typographic sizes and styles.
We recommend using one body
text size and a maximum of two
different headline sizes.

4. Don’t over use green

5. Authentic imagery

Our bright green color is one of
the most important elements of
our identity, but use it sparingly.
It is meant to be a bright visual
detail on a clear and light layout.
Don’t use it for backgrounds or
other large surfaces. Don’t place
it on top of a photo.

Our technology might sound
complex and hard to understand
but it doesn’t have to look like
it. Use imagery that show real
people and real products. Avoid
showing people having unnatural expressions and Photoshopped product mock-ups.

3. The visual system
We have created the visual
system to give Qt a distinctive
look. Utilising the system will
help you create layouts across all
mediums owned by Qt.

Logo
Product logo

Qt is about powerful
blocks of code that run
anywhere on any device,
on any operating system
at any time. We built a
visual system that reflects
the same principles – a
system that is based on
one simple block that can
conveniently be expanded
into various layouts in a
wide range of formats. The
logo is the heart of Qt’s
visual system.
There are individual logos
for the Qt brand as a
product and for The Qt
Company. The product
logo is the universal logo
and usual use case. The
Qt Company logo is used
for company signature
or company promotion
material.
It is not allowed to alter in
any way the proportions,
shape, colors or fonts of
the Qt logo.

R=65 G=205 B=82
PANTONE 802 C / PANTONE 902 U
#41cd52
Note that we have only a Pantone color
for printing. Printing the logo in CMYK is
restricted because our green is a neon
color so CMYK color space won’t be able to
produce the same result.

Company logo

One color
logo versions
A. Black on white
The black version is used
for letterhead and for
cases where professional
printing technology is
not available to produce
Pantone colors.
B. White on black
The white logo is used
when the logo is placed
on top of a photograph or
other colorful surface.

A.

B.

Isolation zone

The isolation zone is the
space around the logo. It is
important that no images/
text/borders or margins
are placed within the
isolation zone.

Logo with
a sub brand
The logo can be used with
a signature to create a
special logo for events or
products.

Isolation zone guidelines apply also to logos with a sub brand

Logo usage on
a photo or
colorful surface
Don’t use the green logo
on a photo or colorful
surface. Use the white
logo instead.

Logo Placement

The logo should be placed
on the top left corner of
the layout. Make sure
the minimum isolation
zone is considered. The
designer has the freedom
to determine appropriate
sizing for the layout.

Colors

Here we have shown the
breakdowns for each of
the colors in your palette.
RGB & Web colors are for
screen use only. CMYK &
Pantone numbers are for
print.
Note that we have only a
Pantone green for printing.
Using CMYK is restricted
because our green is a neon
color so CMYK color space
won’t be able to produce the
same result.

R=65 G=205 B=82
PANTONE 802 C / 902 U
#41cd52

R=33 G=190 B=43
#21be2b
Only for web use

R=23 G=168 B=26
#17a81a
Only for web use

R=243 G=243 B=244
C=4 M=3 Y=1 K=0
PANTONE 649 C / U
#f3f3f4

R=206 G=207 B=213
C=17 M=12 Y=8 K=0
#cecfd5

R=181 G=183 B=191
C=27 M=20 Y=13 K=0
#b5b7bf

R=157 G=159 B=170
C=37 M=29 Y=18 K=0
#9d9faa

R=132 G=136 B=149
C=49 M=39 Y=25 K=1
#848895

R=107 G=112 B=128
C=61 M=50 Y=32 K=4
#6b7080

R=83 G=88 B=107
C=73 M=61 Y=37 K=11
#53586b

R=58 G=64 B=85
C=81 M=70 Y=38 K=24
#3a4055

R=34 G=40 B=64
C=87 M=76 Y=32 K=43
#222840

R=9 G=16 B=43
C=100 M=62 Y=12 K=65
PANTONE 7463 C / U
#09102b

Black CMYK for one color
printing
C=60 M=40 Y=40 K=100

Typography

Font
Titillium is a free open
source font and it is born
inside the Accademia di
Belle Arti di Urbino as a
didactic project Course
Type design of the Master
of Visual Design Campi
Visivi. It has 11 different
weights and is well suited
for headlines and body
type.
Alternative substitute
While the Titillium font
family is one of the core
elements of our identity,
you can also use Arial as a
substitute font if you don’t
have Titillium available.

Titillium
Titillium Thin

Titillium Regular Italic

Titillium Thin Italic

Titillium Semibold

Titillium Light

Titillium Semibold Italic

Titillium Light Italic

Titillium Bold

Titillium Regular

Titillium Bold Italic
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Visual system

Qt is about powerful
blocks of code that run
anywhere on any device,
on any operating system
at any time. We built a
visual system that reflects
the same principles – a
system that is based on
one simple block that can
conveniently be expanded
into various layouts in a
wide range of formats. The
system gives Qt a unique
graphic language that
stands out as a modern
and rigid visual identity.
Sizing the cut corners in a
layout is up to the designer
to decide. However, it
is recommended to use
subtle sizing to avoid
complexity. Always
consider the content, the
overall layout should be
clear and legible.
The option of sizing the cut
corners does not apply to
the Qt logo shape, which
has fixed proportions.

The Qt Shape

Visual system
Frame
The visual system can
be expanded into various
layouts. Here are the three
principles that can be
used.

Modular

Stack

Examples
Visual system
The visual system with
modular layout style
applied on website
elements. Note that the
size of the cut corners
are subtle – bigger size
would make the layout
too complex and take
the focus away from the
content.

Examples
Visual system
The visual system with
frame layout style applied
on a business card.

Examples
Visual system
The visual system with
stack layout style applied
on a presentation slide.

Imagery

Our technology might
sound complex and
hard to understand but
it doesn’t have to look
like it. Use imagery that
show real people and
real products. Avoid
showing people having
unnatural expressions and
Photoshopped product
mock-ups.

Imagery

Our technology might
sound complex and
hard to understand but
it doesn’t have to look
like it. Use imagery that
show real people and
real products. Avoid
showing people having
unnatural expressions and
Photoshopped product
mock-ups.

Overlays

We have developed four
photo overlays. They are
based on the brand colors
and can be used to make
background images for
layouts. These are useful
when the designer needs
to improve legibility.
Download Photoshop
templates from here

Examples
Online

Examples
Stationary
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Examples
Pattern

Examples
Pattern

Examples
Pattern

Examples
Pattern on
a canvas bag

Do’s and dont’s

Don’t use centered
typography in content
heavy presentations.

Do’s and dont’s

Follow the imagery
guidelines.

Do’s and dont’s

Avoid using the visual
system with a too
dramatic effect – it will
make the layout vulgar
and hard to read.
Keep it subtle.

Business card
printing
specifications
Notice that the business
card has cut corners. You
need to provide the guide
file for the printhouse, it
is included in the business
card template package
found in brand.qt.io.
The name of the guide
file is qt_bcards_
cornerguides.indd
Paper: Ivory carton
300 g/m2
Colors:
PANTONE 902U
(front, logo)
PANTONE 649U (front,
grey blocks)
C=60 M=40 Y=40 K=100 (back,
typography)
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